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MEDPUR-Pack
MEDPUR-Pouch
MEDPUR-Envelope
MEDPUR-Tip-Protector
MEDPUR-Sleeve

MEDPUR-STANDARD PACKAGING
FOR SHARP-EDGED AND SCRATCH-SENSITIVE PRODUCTS



MEDPUR-PRODUCT-FAMILY

MEDPUR-Pack

The MEDPUR-Pack consists of a prefabricated thermoformed 
part and a fused cover made of MEDPUR, which guarantee 
all-round protection. lntegrated ribs cushion even the heaviest  
products. Thanks to the pre-perforated cover, the products  
can be extracted without touching.



MEDPUR-Pouch

The flat MEDPUR-Pouch is loaded through a slit. Thanks to the 
perforation, half of the package can be removed and the product 
prepared for use. The second half of the MEDPUR-Pouch protects 
the sharp-edged product until shortly before use.

MEDPUR-Tip-Protector  
MEDPUR-Sleeve 

The MEDPUR-Tip-Protector and the MED-
PUR-Sleeve protect the sterile barrier against 
piercing by very sharp products.

MEDPUR-Envelope

With the overlapping flap,  
the MEDPUR-Envelope offers 
all-round protection.

Packaging made of MEDPUR (Polyurethane) protects sharp-edged 
products and products with high-gloss polish or rough finish against 
abrasion and contamination until shortly before their use.
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Zertifiziert nach ISO 13485:2016
Technische Änderungen vorbehalten
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MEDPUR
Packaging made of MEDPUR (Polyurethane) protects sharp-edged products and products with high-gloss polish 
or rough finish against abrasion and contamination until shortly before their use.

Damage to the product and its sterile packaging is prevented by the all-round protection.

Material: extruded PUR film, USP Class VI tested

Film thickness: 500 my, 1000 my

Colour: tinted blue 
colour changes can occur, depending on sterilisation type and storage location

Surface: both sides matt

Production: in ISO 8 clean room conditions

Sterilisation: gamma sterilisation up to 50 KGray and ETO sterilisation

Standard sizes: standard range is being expanded constantly, special sizes on request

MEDPUR-Product-Family

Packaging from the MEDPUR-product-family 
can be partially combined with our standard 
blister program (Babuschka).


